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Boston, MA According to Cresa, RJ Panzo has joined their team as senior vice president of life
sciences. This addition is the latest development in Cresa’s multiyear strategy to strengthen their life
sciences practice and underscore their commitment to serving the scientific community.

With a background as a scientist and lab operator, Panzo will bring critical end-user perspective to
support Cresa’s life sciences clients. Panzo will collaborate with Cresa’s real estate advisors,
consultants, and strategists to provide industry-specific insights and creative solutions to clients and
partners.

“To have RJ join Cresa is a game changer for our team,” said Adam Subber, managing principal at
Cresa Boston. “Life sciences organizations have so much to consider in the market, and RJ’s
experience and perspective will be a strong asset for our clients moving forward. This industry has
dominated the market for the last few years, and there’s still so much opportunity for our clients.”

“Cresa has a seasoned team and is on a great trajectory,” said Panzo. “I’m thrilled to be joining this
group, and I’m looking forward to the chance to collaborate with the team and grow the life sciences
practice together.”

With the addition of Panzo, Cresa’s life sciences team is comprised of a unique combination of
advisors, lab and workplace strategists, project managers, and data consultants to provide a deeply
integrated and holistic look at real estate strategies and opportunities. As the Greater Boston market
continues to shift and evolve, this type of multidisciplinary insight will be critical in informing sound
business decisions.

Panzo joins Cresa from T3 Advisors, A Savills Company. As corporate managing director of lab and
facility planning with T3, he developed and executed lab operations and real estate strategies for life
sciences companies at all stages of growth. Before T3, Panzo worked in research, project
management, and operations roles at a number of prominent life sciences and biotech organizations
in Greater Boston.
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